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Abstract: An exemplary paradigm of how an AI can be a disruptive technological paragon via the
utilization of blockchain comes straight from the world of deep learning. Data scientists have long
struggled to maintain the quality of a dataset for machine learning by an AI entity. Datasets can
be very expensive to purchase, as, depending on both the proper selection of the elements and the
homogeneity of the data contained within, constructing and maintaining the integrity of a dataset is
difficult. Blockchain as a highly secure storage medium presents a technological quantum leap in
maintaining data integrity. Furthermore, blockchain’s immutability constructs a fruitful environment
for creating high quality, permanent and growing datasets for deep learning. The combination of
AI and blockchain could impact fields like Internet of things (IoT), identity, financial markets, civil
governance, smart cities, small communities, supply chains, personalized medicine and other fields,
and thereby deliver benefits to many people.
Keywords: blockchain; cellular automata; AGI; convolutional neural networks; intelligence
augmentation; deep learning; IoT; identity; decentralized governance; personalized medicine

1. Introduction
One of the biggest puzzles of humanity is the preservation and expansion of knowledge. Humans
strive to provide future generations with accumulated technological and scientific achievements
through immutable records. In ancient times, civilizations have used oral tradition, cave paintings
and stone carvings, before settling on the leaves of papyrus, better known today as paper. Well-made
paper can survive a long time, including centuries and could be copied on demand [1]. Unfortunately,
papyrus is not invulnerable to destruction by fire. Alas, the destruction of the Library of Alexandria
led to perhaps the greatest loss of recorded knowledge in history. As has been observed of history
itself, the destruction by fire of recorded knowledge is repetitive; in 2018 a disastrous fire destroyed a
great deal of recorded indigenous knowledge held in the Brazil National Museum [2].
It has been suggested that digital recordings of disks, files and the Internet would be a better
solution, but the record so far is patchy: Disk failures, file system failures and lost websites make
digital storage a non-trivial exercise. We now have a new technology promising to solve all these
problems, called blockchain [3].
Yet humanity has no particular desire to record knowledge for its own sake, rather knowledge is
recorded so knowledge can be expanded as an evolutionary survival strategy. The recent advances
in machine learning within the field of artificial intelligence have not only created a new model for
general computation, they have opened the possibility for the expansion of knowledge beyond the
direct agency of the human mind.
In this paper, we present the hypothesis that a blockchain can not only maintain the datasets on
chain for input into AIs, it can also host an AI advanced enough to work with its own data and achieve
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achieve the siren call of independently advancing knowledge—the artificial general intelligence
the siren call of independently advancing knowledge—the artificial general intelligence (AGI). We also
(AGI). We also explore the possible advancements of such an implementation through the years to
explore the possible advancements of such an implementation through the years to come. This is a
come. This is a controversial proposal, and more so in a decentralized context in which all users will
controversial proposal, and more so in a decentralized context in which all users will be able to access
be able to access and benefit from its computational abilities. It is our belief that this proposal will
and benefit from its computational abilities. It is our belief that this proposal will become a reality
become a reality within a decade, give or take.
within a decade, give or take.
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Figure 1. The basic structure of the blockchain [7].

2.2. The Blockchain as a Computing Platform
2.2. The Blockchain as a Computing Platform
Blockchain can be considered as a general purpose computing platform at two levels—of the
Blockchain can be considered as a general purpose computing platform at two levels—of the
transaction, and of the system. Unlike prior systems in financial cryptography that specified exactly
transaction, and of the system. Unlike prior systems in financial cryptography that specified exactly
the semantics of the transaction, Bitcoin introduced the transaction as a small program in computer
the semantics of the transaction, Bitcoin introduced the transaction as a small program in computer
code written in Script [8], a derivative of the FORTH language.
code written in Script [8], a derivative of the FORTH language.
Although opening up the possibility of sophisticated programs such as ‘smart contracts,’ there are
Although opening up the possibility of sophisticated programs such as ‘smart contracts,’ there
constraints. Transactions in a block are charged for on a byte-by-byte basis, and therefore space is at a
are constraints. Transactions in a block are charged for on a byte-by-byte basis, and therefore space is
premium. Each transaction has to be verified by every node, including in the face of the halting problem,
at a premium. Each transaction has to be verified by every node, including in the face of the halting
or the impossibility of knowing that an arbitrary program will terminate. These constraints suggest
problem, or the impossibility of knowing that an arbitrary program will terminate. These constraints
a minimal, efficient language without looping, thus challenging the notion of universal computing
suggest a minimal, efficient language without looping, thus challenging the notion of universal
as well as imposing penalties on users for any inefficient calculations. Script can be seen as Turing
computing as well as imposing penalties on users for any inefficient calculations. Script can be seen
complete through the use of two stacks, forming a two-push-down-automaton. In this arrangement,
as Turing complete through the use of two stacks, forming a two-push-down-automaton. In this
loops are unrolled in Script with the help of the extra stack [9].
arrangement, loops are unrolled in Script with the help of the extra stack [9].
As a system, blockchain can be considered as an unbounded Turing tape exhibiting write
As a system, blockchain can be considered as an unbounded Turing tape exhibiting write once,
once, read many (WORM) characteristics, where transactions within successive blocks can be linked
read many (WORM) characteristics, where transactions within successive blocks can be linked
computationally, using explicit validating rules to ensure replication. Using Script and a proper “read
computationally, using explicit validating rules to ensure replication. Using Script and a proper
and write” head it forms a Wang B machine, being in essence, a special case of a probabilistic total
“read and write” head it forms a Wang B machine, being in essence, a special case of a probabilistic
total Turing machine that is controllable in code. Such an implementation is now not only proven to
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Figure 2. Conway’s Game of Life as a convolutional neural network. Two convolutional filters identify
Figure 2. Conway’s Game of Life as a convolutional neural network. Two convolutional filters
the value of the center pixel and count the number of neighbors. These features are then scored and
identify the value of the center pixel and count the number of neighbors. These features are then
summed to generate a prediction for the system at the next time point.
scored and summed to generate a prediction for the system at the next time point.

As an extension to the above notion, if such an automaton is formed, then a swarm of cellular
As an extension to the above notion, if such an automaton is formed, then a swarm of cellular
automata of similar origin could possibly form what is described as a Church-Turing thesis [19].
automata of similar origin could possibly form what is described as a Church-Turing thesis [19].
Furthermore, above a certain point of computational evolution, they could form what is described by
Furthermore, above a certain point of computational evolution, they could form what is described
the Church–Turing–Deutsch principle, which states that a universal computing device can simulate
by the Church–Turing–Deutsch principle, which states that a universal computing device can
every physical process [20,21].
simulate every physical process [20,21].
The fundamental paragon of the topological locality as a result of a dynamical update rule on
The fundamental paragon of the topological locality as a result of a dynamical update rule on a
a cellular automaton, which consequently certifies that the rule domain is minimal, sets an upper
cellular automaton, which consequently certifies that the rule domain is minimal, sets an upper
bound on the rate at which information propagates across space. This locality makes cellular automata
bound on the rate at which information propagates across space. This locality makes cellular
explicitly analogous to a convolutional neural network (CNN), the de facto standard neural network
automata explicitly analogous to a convolutional neural network (CNN), the de facto standard
architecture for the analysis of images or high-dimensional data [18,22]. The aforementioned study [18]
neural network architecture for the analysis of images or high-dimensional data [18,22]. The
supports our theoretical approach [4].
aforementioned study [18] supports our theoretical approach [4].
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Harris and Waggoner propose to reduce the current centralization of AI with a framework to post
and train models on Ethereum blockchain [24]. Their experiment used a single layer perceptron model
Harris and Waggoner propose to reduce the current centralization of AI with a framework to
on reviews of movies. Ethereum’s high gas costs limited their experiment to small inputs such as text.
post and train models on Ethereum blockchain [24]. Their experiment used a single layer perceptron
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3. Use Cases and
Applications
without the cost of maintaining such a network? There are numerous reasons to store a neural network
A conspicuous question is, what would be our motivation for implementing genetic algorithms
on the blockchain, many of which were explored in our previous work [4], but here we will narrow
on a medium like blockchain, while more centralized approaches produce equally meaningful
down the significant ones leading to our conclusion.
results without the cost of maintaining such a network? There are numerous reasons to store a
By investigating six use cases and future applications, we demonstrate how AI entities can utilize
neural network on the blockchain, many of which were explored in our previous work [4], but here
the capabilities of blockchain for important purposes including, but not limited to, deep learning,
we will narrow down the significant ones leading to our conclusion.
Internet of things (IoT) and Monte Carlo analysis. We also explore the possibility of storing externally
By investigating six use cases and future applications, we demonstrate how AI entities can
trained AI agents on such a medium and utilize them via pay per use. Finally, we describe an already
utilize the capabilities of blockchain for important purposes including, but not limited to, deep
trained neural network employed to recover the relevant physical variables, both in quantum and
learning, Internet of things (IoT) and Monte Carlo analysis. We also explore the possibility of storing
classical systems.
externally trained AI agents on such a medium and utilize them via pay per use. Finally, we describe
an already trained neural network employed to recover the relevant physical variables, both in
quantum and classical systems.
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3.1. The Integrity and Validity of Information
Blockchain as a data and framework store presents a number of advantages over the Internet or
over internal stores. By way of two exemplary challenges to the AI world, we present how blockchain
can address these in novel ways.
One of the biggest challenges in data science today is the collection of a proper dataset, which
can be utilized for training a neural network. The pluralism of data over the Internet is enormous,
but the quality is minimal due to the habit of people to post inaccurate things, mainly, because there
is no control. A characteristic paradigm is the “fake news” explosion in recent years, which tends
to propagate faster than well documented and verified news [25]. Internet giants like Facebook and
Google have tried to tackle the problem via several computational methods, but even though there
seems to be a sufficient theoretical basis for separating “signal” from “noise” [26], the problem still
thrives as of today.
A second challenge is adversarial interference with the processing. Tesla’s autopilot was shown
to be vulnerable to remote root privilege attacks that could control the steering system and disturb
the “autowipers” function [27]. By introducing false information in the physical world such as minor
changes in the road, it was possible to mislead the car into the opposite lane. The consequential risks
of such vulnerability include, but are not limited to, human injuries and death. Many other examples
abound. Blockchains can address these issues in a comprehensive way through integrity, security,
triple entry and provenance.
Data as fact integrity: The cryptographic inventions of digital signatures and hashes have led to
a general technique for making data reliable within the context and limitations of the technical means,
a characteristic called integrity. In practice this means that we can state with (cryptographic) certainty
that a piece of data existed no later than a particular time, and that it remains untampered with.
These cryptographic techniques need some software to deliver results. Timestamping [28] involves
taking the hash of a document and placing it in a timed sequence of hashes that is kept alive essentially
without limit on time. Each new document’s hash is placed in a block, which is then hashed, along
with a hash of the last block and the current time. As the cryptographic hash is essentially unforgeable
without the actual block, this ensures both the inclusion of the new document(s) and the proof that the
last block, and by induction all previous blocks and included documents, are securely timestamped.
The reliability of the stamp of time is the reliability of the recording of the time in each block, and the
space between the blocks.
Facts by people, securely: Digital signing takes the evidence of a hash one step further by
indicating who it was that made that stamp. Digital signatures are made by a private key, and
verified by a public key, which latter also takes the form of an identifier for the private key called
a pseudonym. This security model is essential for a blockchain as it ensures that only the proper
pseudonymous agent, as holder of the private key, can make new transactions. Money is perhaps the
most harshly attacked activity of humanity after wars, and therefore can only survive if protected by
strong security. The cryptographic security model of pseudonymous digital signing used in blockchains
is battle-hardened and is available for free for all other applications beyond transfers of value. This is
no trivial benefit as the Internet has quite poor security models, and big Internet applications such as
online banking and autonomous vehicles generally have trouble deploying robust security to users.
Injection of information from unknown sources is rampant, and simply adding data stamping and
signing as used in blockchain makes the attacker’s job harder.
Facts as shared knowledge: A technique known as triple entry accounting [29] adds a further
advantage captured by the aphorism “I know that what you see is what I see.” Triple entry takes the
above integrity techniques and makes records such as offers and acceptances, payments, receipts and
invoices both shared and reliably the same to all relevant parties, which allows software to work with
reliable raw data as facts produced by other parties; triple entry accounting does for trading groups
what double entry accounting did for the firm. Independence from weak data, whether summarized,
prepared, or sanitized, results in the elimination of diverging data sets and unreliable outcomes.
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For example, clearing and settlement in financial trading is highly simplified if the data is already
guaranteed to be the same for all.
Blockchains go further and incorporate a public database that ensures everyone has access to
the same data, and some parties are financially motivated to keep that database alive. This ability to
always find the data comes at the cost of privacy—whatever is posted to the blockchain as a document
is readable by all. There is some promise of more exotic cryptography and software techniques to allow
posting and recovery of private data into a public store, but these techniques remain experimental, and
the bar of confidentiality or privacy is typically a high one.
Knowledge as truth: What remains is the provenance of the data at the time of posting.
The blockchain supports two easy controls, and one hard control. Firstly, if the data is a financial
transaction on a blockchain, in an asset mediated by that very blockchain, then the transaction record
can support its own provenance, gained in part that someone went to the effort of moving money, and
in other part that it cost a small fee. Secondly, the use of the pseudonymous digital signatures provides
a minimal form of identity system: A document’s utility and provenance can be analyzed within the
context of all the documents posted by the same agent. If Alice generally posts good documents, then
the next is likely to be good; if Bob posts fake news then people should expect more of the same. Pay on
demand is discussed in the next section.
Consider two trivial statements, “this statement is true” and the equally light “this statement is
false”. Both can as easily be posted, but only one is reliable. Software can guarantee both statements
were made at a time, but cannot guarantee the content is reliable or even meaningful.
Then, to encourage statements that may be relied upon by others requires more: Posters need
to be incentivized to post useful and reliable statements, and to not post useless and unreliable ones.
Due to the pseudonymous nature of blockchain, posting stake or gamification is suggested as a control
however these methods limit participation through the cost of capital and time, and leave aside the
question of how to punish [24]. A more serious feedback control on bad participation would be a due
process to also incentivize agents to not post unreliable data. The process itself would also need to
pass the same test of reliability as the statements delivered.
Such a due process is typically called Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). The more common Internet
secure browsing form organizes a certification authority to make signed statements, called certificates.
Its due process is described in documents such as a certificate practice statement, which are reviewed
and approved by browsers and other relying parties. Reliance based on commercial authorities and
their statements is typically only strong enough for relatively weak statements because it lacks an
incentive model to properly handle the liability for bad data [30]. CAcert has extended the concept
to cover a wide range of stronger statements through a cooperative form that includes arbitration to
allocate liability in the case of bad data [31].
Blockchains are therefore not only ideal storage for the data of deep learning, they include much
data worth analyzing, and they are ideal storage for the trained frameworks themselves. In time we
expect the discrimination between good and bad data to become easier based on pseudonyms and
incentive models.
3.2. Programs Stored on Chain and Composed Within Transactions—Pay Per Use
As above, a blockchain forms a novel method to store information on a public space, via a payment
procedure [32]. As well as static information such as literature or news, we could also store the code
for programs in much the same was as Github [33], and indeed, the underlying git system is very like a
blockchain in many respects. These programs can be read freely as they are part of the immutable
data of the chain. Each transaction that posts data on the blockchain costs money and thus it is
uneconomical and non-incentivized to continue posting programs unless there is at least a minimum
revenue possibility.
A collection of on-chain applications can be made browsable via a portal such as Agora [34],
forming a new channel for distribution of software (Figure 4). This lays the foundation for a long held
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As well as storing code and programs on the blockchains, we could also post trained neural
networks. Then, users could post new transactions that cited and used the trained CNN frameworks
to check the submitted information [24]. For example, consider a deep learning algorithm like Sci-kit
in Python [37], that classifies documents, in a very different approach to that we might expect:
Words can be represented as embedding vectors with the idea that two words that are semantically
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different word [38]: Red—queen, blue—king, green—man, black—woman and yellow—oil.

Under such a model, concepts that are similar to each other are close together (e.g., man and
woman) in this embedding space and concepts not related are further apart (e.g., oil). Therefore,
assuming that the embedding vectors for dogs and puppies are close together, the similarity of two
documents talking about dogs and puppies will be recognized by a machine learning algorithm or a
deep neural network trained on that topic [38]. Such tools, well composed, could assist programmers
in their use of the aforementioned code repository.
3.4. Artificial Intelligence Agents Trained Via Submitted Blockchain Data and Operated on Chain.
An artificial intelligence agent (AIA) goes one step further than a trained framework by utilizing
the new data in the user’s request to advance the neural network forward by a new epoch; in other
words, it learns as it works. Fitness is determined when minimal or no other changes are required
with any future submitted data. Let us consider an example extended from above. In the recent years,
a plethora of authored code in various programming languages has been stored in repositories such as
GitHub [33]. Complex algorithmic programming is a time consuming and costly task; a programmer
requires a high intellect and years of education, and complex tasks often require many months of
collaborating work between several parties.
Blockchains can assist in two ways. Firstly, as above, a blockchain can store the code. Secondly, an
AIA, encoded on the blockchain, can assist the programmer in many ways: Conversion of code from
one language to another, searching for algorithms that match patterns, conformance of requirements or
documentation to code and eventually in authoring new algorithms. Using deep learning techniques
and big data mining from existing code repositories, this AIA would present a reliable, secure and
disruptive technology.
AIAs are described in computer science as abstract entities that are able to monitor and evaluate
certain parameters through various input sources (i.e., IoT sensors, I/O raw data, databases, ontologies,
etc.) towards achieving a rational goal [39,40]. Their basic role is usually described as that of an
actuator, with the simplest implementation of an AIA to be derived from a reflex machine, such as a
thermostat, but they can vary from very simple to extremely complex. There are four architectures of
AIA to be considered [39]: (a) Logic-based agents (decision of action is derived via logical inference),
(b) reactive agents (decision is based in some form of direct mapping from situation to action),
(c) belief–desire–intention agents (decision depends upon the manipulation of data structures) and
(d) layered architectures (decision is realized via various software layers, each depended on its
environment at different levels of abstraction). There are also five classes of AIA to be considered [40]:
(a) Simple reflex agents, (b) model-based reflex agents, (c) goal-based agents, (d) utility-based agents
and (e) learning agents.
All the above AIAs learn from the submission of fresh data, e.g., code from programmers from
anywhere in the world, who will be incentivized to post their work on the blockchain, either for gaining
revenue, or under a specific license (i.e., Opensource, MIT, etc.). Moreover, a new opportunity emerges
through the concept of AIA paying another AIA for services or paying a sensor for data. An example
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is WeatherSV (Figure 6), which offers weather prediction to users in their selected territory by utilizing
the data collected by a set of global IoT sensors. The service can be activated for a cost of $5 AUD and
delivers hourly reports for about 123 days, based on current fees of Bitcoin SV [41].
The notion of live data feed and immutable storage can form a basis for implementing several
other applications such as decentralized logistics, as shown in the work by Christodoulou et al. [42],
also as a supply chain for manufacturing, the agricultural sector or even a modern city. A Smart
City [43] that uses different types of electronic IoT sensors to collect data and then uses the data to
manage assets and resources efficiently can use the blockchain as an immutable record ledger both for
integrity, for deep learning and also for historical purposes. For example, Zweispace in Japan now
stores the national earthquake sensor data on the blockchain [44].
By utilizing the proper AIA or CNN with the data provided on chain, we can have productive
outcomes towards the implementation of a far more economic and robust Smart City economy.
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Solving the puzzle is competitive and thus computationally difficult. Unless the cryptographic
hash function used for calculating the block hashes is broken, the only fruitful strategy is to try
different nonces until a solution is found [45]. Bitcoin uses the SHA-256 hash function [46], which is a
leading standard for hashes.
The fastest participant to find and propagate a winning solution is rewarded. Bitcoin also
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Solving the puzzle is competitive and thus computationally difficult. Unless the cryptographic
hash function used for calculating the block hashes is broken, the only fruitful strategy is to try different
nonces until a solution is found [45]. Bitcoin uses the SHA-256 hash function [46], which is a leading
standard for hashes.
The fastest participant to find and propagate a winning solution is rewarded. Bitcoin also includes
two feedback loops that vary over time. Firstly, the difficulty, or the minimum threshold of number
of zeros, is varied every two weeks to keep the expected time to solve around 10 min. Secondly, the
reward paid for solving the puzzle halves every four years.
At the time of writing, the reward stands at 12.5 Bitcoins [47] and the Bitcoin Hashrate is estimated
on average at 53.85 Eh/s (SHA-256) [48]. That gives us 53.85 × 1018 random numbers per second,
in effect, making the miners pseudo-random number generators (PRNGs). The result of this is the
generation of an impressively large number of random numbers, for every block. A well-known
computational method that is capable of providing solutions in Non-deterministic Polynomial-time
– Hard (NP-hard) and Non-deterministic Polynomial-time – Complete (NP-complete) problems via
utilizing the random numbers that a SHA256 miner can produce is the Monte Carlo method. Monte
Carlo is a category of computational algorithms, which is based on continuous and repetitive random
sampling in order to solve complex problems. The underlying concept is to use random solutions
to solve problems that can be deterministic in nature. The method is often used in physical and
mathematical cases and is very useful when it is difficult or impossible to use other approaches.
The Monte Carlo method is used in three categories of problems: Optimization, numerical integration
and guessing results from a probability distribution [49].
As a side-effect of PoW, blockchains can extend their activity to solving massive Monte Carlo
problems. Blockchains are in effect the biggest PRNG in the world right now and probably the fastest
PRNG swarm that could solve literally any computationally hard problem via utilizing the Monte
Carlo method.
3.6. Solving Physical Problems via CNNs and Simulation of Quantum Computing
There are numerous studies demonstrating the abilities of a neural network. For instance, a
deep neural network is able to learn through training and produce fairly accurate predictive results
correlated to the dataset they trained on, while recurrent neural networks are being used towards the
deterministic analysis of speech recognition, down to video prediction [50]. Neural networks can be
trained offline and then can be stored on the blockchain and parsed via pay per use. On another note,
because of the fact that users will be using the medium to submit data the entity can evolve to a higher
scale and store a more advanced version of itself for later use.
One of the most difficult tasks in neural network mechanics is to understand how they function
and how they are able to extract results. They are often used as “black boxes” and consequently our
perception of the mechanics of them are limited. Several studies have tried to analyze the inner-works
of CNNs but we believe the most prominent way to answer this question is the simulation of physical
concepts and the solution analysis.
What we propose is not new; several studies have tried to employ a CNN towards simulation
of a “human-like problem analysis” and the results were quite impressive. We now know that a
Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN) can be trained recursively to analyze problems
via data pretty much like a human brain can. Moreover, the outcome is extremely accurate to the
expected results. The materialization graph of SciNet, a CNN that represents the aforementioned
process is displayed below (Figure 7) [51].

Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN) can be trained recursively to analyze
problems via data pretty much like a human brain can. Moreover, the outcome is extremely accurate
to the expected results. The materialization graph of SciNet, a CNN that represents the
aforementioned process is displayed below (Figure 7) [51].
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The implementation of neural networks based on similar technologies when implemented on the
4. Discussion
blockchain can dramatically amplify their computation abilities via the utilization of a PRNG engine
The implications of such a hypothesis are enormous. Ray Kurzweil predicted that by the end of
provided by the PoW procedure as per solving complex problems. Furthermore, such a computational
2029 the world would possibly have one AI that matches human intelligence [52]. What we show in
entity can provide solutions to many problems that are now impossible to approach (e.g., deterministic
this paper endorses this prediction, and suggests the possibility this could happen much earlier.
computing and chaotic system analysis).
Preliminary forms of such entities are already in existence [53], so it is not a matter of if, rather when
this
happens. The evolutionary process, from a certain point forth, follows an exponential curve.
4.
Discussion
Hence, when the critical point of reaching human intelligence is met, then it might be a matter of
The implications of such a hypothesis are enormous. Ray Kurzweil predicted that by the end
months or even days before it expands to much higher levels. The materialization of such an entity
of 2029 the world would possibly have one AI that matches human intelligence [52]. What we show
on a blockchain provides many pros and cons that we have presented in this paper. The cost of PoW,
in this paper endorses this prediction, and suggests the possibility this could happen much earlier.
the cryptographic security procedure and the mandatory usage of tokens for fees, ensures that such
Preliminary forms of such entities are already in existence [53], so it is not a matter of if, rather when
an entity will not be able to interact without a fee. This is both good and bad.
this happens. The evolutionary process, from a certain point forth, follows an exponential curve.
Several times in the past, the scientific world has witnessed an inherent limitation of every
formal axiomatic system. Each system could contain problems that were impossible to be solved
from the theory itself. The incompleteness theorem of Kurt Gödel [54] describes this barrier and
predicts that a new theory needs to be invented, in effect to expand the old theory, so that science
will once again be able to produce solutions to problems. Gödel expansions are the path to
innovation, the “secret” ingredient for new science. They happened with Riemannian geometry and
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Hence, when the critical point of reaching human intelligence is met, then it might be a matter of
months or even days before it expands to much higher levels. The materialization of such an entity on
a blockchain provides many pros and cons that we have presented in this paper. The cost of PoW, the
cryptographic security procedure and the mandatory usage of tokens for fees, ensures that such an
entity will not be able to interact without a fee. This is both good and bad.
Several times in the past, the scientific world has witnessed an inherent limitation of every formal
axiomatic system. Each system could contain problems that were impossible to be solved from the
theory itself. The incompleteness theorem of Kurt Gödel [54] describes this barrier and predicts that a
new theory needs to be invented, in effect to expand the old theory, so that science will once again
be able to produce solutions to problems. Gödel expansions are the path to innovation, the “secret”
ingredient for new science. They happened with Riemannian geometry and relativity theory, with the
parabolic and Euclidean geometry, with the information technology and physics, biology, mathematics
and now with an artificial intelligence of a generic form (AGI).
If such a computational entity were to be materialized and controlled by only one company or
one country, it would likely be the biggest tragedy for all the rest of us that do not possess a similar
entity. Blockchain forms the most adequate medium for such a computational scheme, since it is
decentralized, secure, non-controllable and it will be accessible by everyone [24]. Numerous scientific
problems will find their solutions by only utilizing a portion of the computational power that this
entity will have. Personalized medicine will also benefit, since by using newer encryption mechanisms
in blockchain it will be technically possible to store medical information such as a person’s DNA on it
and get medical results privately. As a concept, AGI on the blockchain even suggests a step towards
direct democracy as it was presented by the ancient Greeks; a cornerstone for building up the next
evolutionary step for humanity.
5. Conclusions
Bitcoin’s creation in 2009 was a revolutionary idea in the financial world. It is considered as the
digital cash of the new age. It is secure, non-centralized and can provide the world with “honest”,
non-inflatable money. Game theory is utilized in maintaining consensus, without the need of any
central corruptible authority, while competition with national monies can present a check on inflation,
sorely lacking in the international financial system since the demise of gold as a real force.
Implementing a swarm of AIAs on the blockchain can form what is described as the
Church–Turing–Deutsch principle machine, which could in turn, open a brave new world of
applications for a better humanity from computer assisted governance to extinction level events
predictions. With emergent technologies such as the human–machine interface and intelligence
augmentation devices, able to decode human brainwave patterns, such an entity could directly interact
with the human brain, use it as a dataset to acquire information on how it functions and ultimately,
provide extensive knowledge in many fields of science, which was previously impossible to acquire.
Using deep machine learning techniques, the evolutionary level of the algorithmic entity could reach
unprecedented levels exponentially, by utilizing the big data acquired by smart contracts, everyday
transactions, weather conditions, IoT or stored literature on a blockchain.
The interaction with such an entity could be achieved via interpreted commands using the
transaction system. For this, blockchain tokens (e.g., coins) will be used as a means of transaction and
fees are important. At the first stages of evolution the system would provide low-level programming
support, but could be educated through machine learning to accept natural language interaction.
Finally, a point of discussion could be about “what happens next”? At this point, a reference to
the great text of Isaac Asimov, “The Last Question” [55] is needed:
Can this chaos not be reversed into the Universe once more? Can that not be done?
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